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Draft principles for discussion 
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Presentation Notes
Following on from Lees presentation where he said 75% of farmers said the barrier to change was financial.   We should start looking at some of the principles we want to use.



Principle 1: Value for Money 

Prioritise projects with best rate  of return  
Co-fund LUC which LO would not otherwise 
undertake  
Reduce admin and management costs 
Drive efficiencies through JV, PPP and other 
cost share options 
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Lowest cost of N per KG.   What this may look like is a criteria considering cost per KG reduced.  So this may see us fund gorse conversion to alternative use.We want to make sure we don’t pay for actions which the land owner would take by themselves because they are good investments.   Likewise we want to make sure we don’t pay $100 for a change would people would make for $50. Reduce administrative and management costs associated with allocating funding – What this could look like is using existing infrastructure, systems or resources. 



Principle 1. Value for money 
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Applying this principle to Lees work would see us fund conversion of drystock to blueberry. Remember we are looking at basic changes  here, there are many more, drystock to blueberry or hazelnut et etc there are many more possibilities.  Also I I know there are inflated drystock land values and related 1-2% return on equity. The above profit/cost table may be logical but the gulf between drystock and forestry valuations will reduce uptake.  This is used for the purpose of explaining how a principle would be applied to a simple fact situation.



Principle 2: Outcome focused 

Only fund actions which make measurable 
contributions to catchment target. 
Recipients responsible for agreed level of 
performance (good practice) 
Recipients monitor nutrient loss carefully and 
take ownership 
Adaptive/flexible to modify the programme 
and incorporate new data or ideas 
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This principle is about driving performance.  What we want is to ensure we support people meet the obligations of the Rules framework.  This is stick driven, not carrot driven. The Crown funding Deed has been changed to be outcomes focused not action focused so it also aligns with current agreement.The highest priority  Agreed level of Performance – good practice, yet to be determined and varies considerably within the catchment and between properties. Adaptive and flexible – the outcome we are seeking is meeting community aspirations for water quality, science tells us we need to get 435 to reach this which is equivalent to 320 tonne reduction.  If new data or ideas are available which help us get to the outcome we will consider them. 



Principle 2.: Outcomes focused. Cont 

Prioritise change where use doesn’t match 
capability  
Consider future vision of catchment 
Triple bottom line 
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Moving onto the wider outcomes……Incentivise change where land use does not match capability  - so drystock on x land use class.  This will help achieve sustainable land use.We do not have a vision that I am aware of but we could also consider the long term catchment vision– this may be a separate workstream to enable the criteria to be developed.Triple bottom line – when distributing funding we will primary be focused on Nutrient reduction outcomes but will consider social, economic and other environmental outcomes, both positive and negative.   What this would look like is…… when two applications are equal but one will have positive cultural benefits or create more jobs we may use this as a differentiator. 



Principle 3: Innovative 

Recognise need for land owner aid from 
investors, business/science advisors and 
entrepreneurs to understand all options.   
Maximum flexibility around how to achieve 
lower nutrient loss 
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For people to make the best choices we need to find innovative solutions.  We are wanting to run an innovative competition which we will launch within the next month to try and drive this.Enable flexibility - We don’t want prescriptive criteria which limit peoples ability to come up with different approaches to reducing nutrients.



Principle 4: Transparency & Probity  

 
Avoid perceptions of conflict of interest 
through appropriate structure, approval 
criteria and SOP 
Open flow of information from programme to 
people 
Complete and confirmed integrity delivered 
through regular audits and reviews.  
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Probity – although it sounds like what you may do with a big stick it actually means we want to act with integrity, uprightness, rectitude.Establish a clear governance structure for funds to be allocated which avoids any perception of unfairness around who makes decisions on distribution of fund and what criteria are applied.   Clear lines of accountability must be in place.Managing perceptions of  conflict of interest applies not just to issues people may perceive with Council distributing funds on one hand and regulating on the other.  We must also consider how members of the public could perceive potential recipients of funding sitting here in a room deciding what the ultimate criteria may be.  How do we ensure this process is above reproach from the outset. 



Principle 5 :  Equity and Fairness 

Consider existing investment 
Minimise immediate impact of  allocation  
Heterogeneous not homogenous  - not 
uniform in composition and character 
Regard constraints imposed on Māori land 
Consider incentives collectively not in isolation 
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What this looks like is……. looking at the cost to reduce 1 kg of N from converting dairy to drystock differently than considering a 1kg reduction from Gorse to Pine.  Existing investment is closely linked with value for money and cost to reduce per kg. The Catchment and its people are not uniform in composition or character and this needs to be acknowledged in the criteria.  What one farmer can do on one farm will not be equal to what another farmer elsewhere in the catchment can do.  Therefore the criteria for funding cannot be simply cheapest rate of N as that may not be fair.  It also takes into account what Lee has highlighted which different capabilities of farmers. Regarding constraints on māori land –What this may look like is giving considering in the weighted Criteria to the fact that māori land may not have other incentives available (i.e subdivision);  we also need to consider that restrictive covenants may be viewed as alianation, all these things need to be considered to deal equitably will all parties.    



What do we need 

Broadly what are the alternative uses and 
what are the returns? Who should investigate. 
What are the risks private and public and how 
to we manage them. 
How do we weight relative criteria  
What is the future vision for the catchment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lee has highlighted some broad-brush changes.  We know there are others out there and we know those discussed earlier are not optimised.  Who should investigate this? Work is being done by Grow Rotorua.We need to look at developing a risk management plan.  We discussed some above with conflict of interest.What are the weighted criteria, i.e how do we balance wanting value for money cheap N versus not paying to get to good practice.  Arguable getting from 60kg – 40kg would be relatively easy so should be cheap?  I think sitting down and writing the criteria based on principle is the next job.  We could make some general assumptions about allocation and keep criteria flexible.We could take a staged approached to delivering funding.  Gorse to pines only.  Early runs on board.



What is missing? 

Over to you? 
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